
H.1 Some rU/·,f.,.njf~u"f"lr.o~ of transmission lines

In §12.9 we introduced transmission lines, which most
commonly take the form of coaxial cable ("coax"), for ex
ample the ubiquitous "BNC cables" (RG-58 cables with
male BNC connectors at each end) that are used to run all
manner of signals between instruments. As we remarked
there, for low-frequency applications it is common (and
correct) to think of such a cable simply as a well-shielded
wire with rv30 pFlft of capacitance. However, at high fre
quencies (say those for which the cable is at least 1120
of the wavelength) the behavior is fundamentally differ
ent: as a bizarre example, an open-ended cable ironically
looks like a short circuit at a frequency for which the ca
ble's electrical length is A14. For a 5-foot length of coax,
that happens at about 32 MHz. An important consequence
is that you can't just hook such a BNC cable from a signal
generator to some high-impedance circuit under test and
assume that it will provide a nice signal source at the cir
cuit's input; instead you will see huge dips and bumps as
you tune the frequency, because the generator sees a load
impedance that varies from a short circuit (at odd multi
pIes of 32 MHz) to an open circuit (at even multiples of
32 MHz). Perhaps surprisingly, if you were instead to con
nect a resistor of exactly 50 Q across the circuit end of the
cable, you would find that it now delivered a constant sig
nal amplitude (equal to half the signal generator's open
circuit output amplitude) as you varied the frequency. This
nonintuitive behavior is nicely illustrated in the measured
data shown in Figure H.1. And even more nonintuitively,
at the driving end of such a "terminated" cable the capaci
tance disappears entirely - you see instead a pure resistive
load of 50n!

H.1.1 Characteristic ImIOe(:larlce

This simple example illustrates the importance of termina
tion: coaxial cable is a form of transmission line, with a
characteristic impedance 20 (which is always real: a resis-
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Figure H.1. Measured amplitude at the output connector of a
sinewave oscillator of 1 V amplitude (open circuit), under two con
ditions: driving 10 feet of RG-58 (50 Q) coaxial cable, open at the
far end; and driving the same cable with a 50 Q resistor connected
across the far end.

tance) that depends on only its physical construction:

138 b
Zo = JLle = ~ loglO - ohms,

yE a

where Land C are the inductance and capacitance per unit
length, which as indicated depend on only the outer di
ameter, G, of the inner conductor, the inner diameter, b,
of the outer conductor, and the dielectric constant, £ (rel
ative to free space), of the insulating material that sep
arates them. For a wave propagating along a transmis
sion line, 20 is the ratio of signal voltage to signal cur
rent. The most popular coax line for general purposes is
RG-58, with an impedance of 50 Q (its dimensions are
a==0.81 mm, b==2.95 mm, and £==2.3, for which the above
equation gives 20==51 Q). This impedance has become the
standard for radiofrequency use, except for video applica
tions where the standard is 20==75 Q; the corresponding
popular cable type is called RG-59. In pulse electronics you
sometimes see 93 Q cable (RG-62).
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p == == (R-Zo)j(R+Zo)·

Note that a termination resistance no
reflection. A to such a terminated line is ab-
sorbed the resistor and rh C'" .....,-..~o·...C'

forever. The source sees a resistance to
(It is for this reason that we did not have to worry earlier

about the reflected from the

are called "10baseT" and " the "T" standing
for "twisted"~ the corresponding designation for "thinnet"
coaxial Ethernet is "10base2."

In high-speed electronics on a circuit board it's
often necessary to treat connection traces as transmission
lines. See the discussion in §lx.l, where we described the
microstrip transmission line, which consists of a thin con-
ducting on an outer circuit layer, with an un-
derlying ground-plane layer. A variant adds a
of shepherds on either side - that's called a
grounded coplanar waveguide There's also the
completely enclosed stripline geometry, where the trace(s)
are sandwiched between ground-plane layers.

A transmission line at low (wavelength much
longer than the cable length) looks simply like a capaci-
tance, of order 30 pF/ft. at high frequen-

pnlI1nl'~ Ip'ntl" when with signals with fast
rise the behavior is different. In order to understand
the curious behavior illustrated in Figure it's
ful to look first at what when a simple pulse is

to a length of transmission line. we con-
nect a fast generator with 50 n impedance
standard output impedance of signal generators, function
generators, and pulse generators) to a length of 50n coax,
shorted at the far end. The pulse at first into an

the signal is half that of the
unloaded generator), but after a travel time a re-
flected of opposite returns If
the applied is instead a fast the effect of the re-
flection is to convert the step into a An
.""",,-." .... ,., line a reflection of the same
with the effects shown in H.4. For arbitrary load re-
sistance R the ratio of reflected to incident wave n ..........,...... I ... -f-.... ,...~ro

reflection is

The signal propagates along the cable at a speed

c 1
vwave == yI£ == V"LC'

which is a fraction 1/-/£ times c (where c is the speed of
light in vacuum, 3 x 108 m1s). The factor 1/-/£ is called the
velocity factor, and ranges from 0.66 (solid polyethylene)
to 0.80 for available flexible coaxial
cables. In the absence of a dielectric the factor is

waves travel at the of light in an /ilT·--..:n/i{ '.t-~C1

coaxial line. The "electrical length" seen by a propagating
signal in a cable of length L is larger by the factor
-/£, Lelec==Lphysical yIE.

Note that the inductance and capacitance of the cable
cannot take on any old values, because they are constrained
such that their LC is related to the speed of light.
From this it is easy to show that if you know the character
istic impedance and the velocity factor then you can find
the capacitance per unit length (or vice versa)

yI£
C == - Farads/meter.

cZo

For RG-8 has a specified impedance of and
a factor of the above equation then gives

or 29.6 in good agreement with the
rl ...... ,....,.... ... +.. ,....r11 value of 29.5

Transmission lines are not required to be of coaxial geome-
An form of transmis-

sion line is the twisted pair, which is what it sounds
like: a pair of insulated wires, gently and enclosed
in an overall insulating (often without any overall
shield These may well be the dominant
of transmission line in our because they are the ba
sic stuff of local area networks (LANs). You usually see
four twisted pairs bundled into a single unshielded j acket~
this is called "UTP" twisted pair), and is the
most common form of LAN cable. It is available also
with a shield twisted
rary UTP and STP cables are lOOn nominal .L.A..A..A.uv'-.Il.u..A..l.vv.

and are characterized terms of and atten-
for up to 10

or 100 these are called
gory 5, and appear to differ 1J.L.L.A..L.Lu..L. .L.L

of the twist. Those in the know refer to these
as cat-3 and cat-5J Ethernet LANs these data rates

1 Higher performance standards include Category 5e ("e" for enhanced),

and Category 6, propelled by the development of Gigabit Ethernet -

literally 1 gigabit/sec over unshielded twisted pair - also known as

lOOObaseT. To achieve this data rate, all four pairs are used simulta

neously with 5-level amplitude encoding.
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Figure H.5. Series termination of an open-ended line: the line is
fed from a signal source of matched impedance; the half-sized
step at the input propagates to the far end, from which it reflects
in-phase to produce a returning step equal in amplitude to the un

loaded amplitude of the generator. A high-impedance load at the
far end sees only a single full-sized step.
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Figure H.3. 'Scope trace of a step waveform applied to an 8-foot
length of RG-58A/U (solid polyethylene dielectric, velocity factor of
66%), shorted at the end. Vertical; 1 V/div; horizontal; 40 ns/div.

Figure H.4. 'Scope trace showing reflection from open-ended
coax line. Same parameters as those in Figure H.2B.

generator - its son source impedance swallows any sig
nals returning from an improperly terminated cable, which
is the reason most signal sources are standardized at 50 Q

impedance.)

A. Series termination
This last point - that returning (reflected) signals are com
pletely absorbed if the signal source's impedance matches
the line -leads to a nice technique called series termina
tion (or back termination), frequently used for high-speed
logic signals (and in other situations where the load has a
high input impedance). Look at Figure H.5: a signal source
in series with a resistor (equal to the line's impedance)
drives a transmission line whose far end is unterminated
(i.e., open). Now imagine a step input of amplitude Vsig

at the signal source; it propagates down the line at half
amplitude, then reflects back from the far end at the full
Vsig amplitude. Although any point along the line sees a
two-step waveform, the surprising fact is that the waveform
seen at the far end makes a single step from zero to the full

......i,.,.;....i ••••i ;.... ;....i ....i ....i i" .. i ....i ....;....i, ...l....;.",i....i, ...i ....l....;....i ....i ....i ~....i ....i ....;....i ....!....i ....i ....i .... i ....~....i ....i ....;....i t ...;....i ....i ....:....L...i....; ....i ....i •.•J

Figure H.G. 'Scope trace showing waveforms at cable input, mid
point, and far end, for series-terminated step input. The generator's
zero-impedance signal is also shown; it was set to produce a 2 V
step into an open circuit. The cable is 60 ft of RG-58/U (velocity fac
tor of 660/0), tapped at 36 ft with a high-impedance voltage probe.
Vertical; 1 V/div; horizontal; 40 ns/div.

Vsig; at that place the half-sized incident wave arrives at the
same time that the half-sized reflected wave departs. This
interesting behavior is demonstrated in the 'scope traces in
Figure H.6.

You can use this technique for sending CMOS logic
signals through a length of coax: three paralleled 74HC
buffers (for low source impedance, roughly 15 n) in series
with a 33 Q resistor nicely drives lengths of RG-174 or RG
316 (thin 50 n coax line), connected to the receiving gate
at the far end without termination. The receiving gate sees
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A. A pulse driving a length of shorted transmission line reflects off the short and returns as a pulse of opposite polarity. B.
Scope trace taken with 70ft of RG-8/U with foam dielectric (velocity factor of 78%), shorted at end. Vertical; 1 V/div; horizontal; 40 ns/div.

For this and following figures we used a high-impedance 'scope probe to avoid introducing additional transmission-line effects.

Signals seen at the far end of an unterminated 8ft

length of 50 Q line when driven with a unit step from a 50 Q source
(top trace) and from a low-impedance source (middle trace). The
corresponding signals at the driving end are shown at bottom. Hor

izontal; 100 ns/div.

We did this under two conditions: (a) when driven with
a 50 Q series termination at the input (i.e., a "back
terminated" line); and (b) when driven with a low-
impedance .5 voltage step.

Figure H.7 shows the where the drive signal's
open-circuit amplitude (call it Voc) is as one ver-
tical division. The matched series termination a
clean received to Voc an waveform with
initial first to Voc/2, then to Voc after a de-

as seen in scale in H.6).
trast, the low-Z drive a full Voc at the
which is first seen at the far end at 2Voc the non-
inverted reflected wave doubles the of the amv-

back to zero
the inverted wave reflected from

2 See §12.10, where several methods of driving cables with logic levels

are described and illustrated.

3 If you sandwich the signal-calTying conductors between a pair of

ground planes, you've got a stripline; see §lx.l.

full-swing logic signals. This technique is often preferable
to the matched-load alternative - directly driving a line that
is terminated in 50 Q - because with series termination the
driver sees a load resistance twice as high (100 Q in this
case), and that only for the round-trip duration of the signal
(after which the load becomes an open-circuit).2 For very
fast logic signals (e.g., ECL lOOK, or contemporary high
speed CMOS processors, memory, and peripherals), it may
be necessary to treat a circuit trace of just a few inches as
a transmission line. Typically printed circuit board
trace impedances are in the range of 50 Q to 100 but
can be tailored to a specific impedance by proper choice of
trace width and spacing above the ground plane; this spe
cialty art is known as nzicrostrip technique,3 useful both
for fast digital signals and for signals at frequencies above
about 100 MHz and microwave).

This is all very nice in theory - but in practice you
have to contend with sources of fast digital signals that are
not matched to the line impedance. This happens often on
digital PCBs where the digital output of speedy mi
croprocessors and FPGAs are poorly matched to the PCB
trace impedances. For example, a line driven by a signal
of source impedance produces lots of ringing at both
ends of an unterminated line, including 33% overshoot at
the far such ringing can produce false 'VJlV'VJl),J"JlJl~.

To illustrate what this looks like, we drove a 2.4 m
of unterminated RG-58/U coax with

both the signals.
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There's further discussion of cable driving and logic in
terfacing in Chapter 12, beginning at §12.10.

Figure H.B. A. Simple logic-level driver for series-terminated ca
ble; B. Logic-level receiver protected against overdrive. Connect
these together to form a complete signal path.

H.1.3 Termination: sinusoidal signals

We have been talking about signals propagating along
transmission lines, for clarity using the particular case of
pulses or voltage steps. Of course, a sinewave applied to a
length of cable also produces reflections, unless of course
the cable is properly terminated. The effect is to alter the
input current, for an applied input voltage, in a way that
depends on the (mismatched) load impedance ZL, and also
on the ratio of the signal's wavelength in the cable It, to the
physical length of the cable I. The final effect is to produce
an input impedance (complex in general) given by

z. - Z ZL + jZo tan (21r1 / A)
m - 0 Zo + jZL tan(21rI/A)'

From this one can see that:
(a) a matched termination (ZL==ZO == [usually] 50Q) re
sults in an input impedance equal to the characteristic
impedance of the cable, independent of length or fre
quency;
(b) a quarter-wave line inverts the load impedance, i.e.,
Zin==Z5/ZL;
(c) a half-wave line preserves the load impedance, i.e.,
Zin==ZL;
(d) a short length of open-circuited line I «It, looks capac
itive, viz., Zin ~ - j / roC', where C' (the effective capaci
tance) is the constant I / cZo;
(e) a short length of short-circuited line I ~ It, looks induc
tive, viz., Zin ~ JOOL', whereL' (the effective inductance) is
the constant Zo I / c.
The impedance-changing properties of transmission lines
can be used to match impedances, though any such scheme
will be frequency dependent; when you hear words like
"stubs," you're dealing with transmission-line impedance
matching. Virtuosos in this area make heavy use of net
work analyzers, and they will try to dazzle you with their

s
R3
330

internal
protection diodesB.

multiple
gates

the low-impedance driver. This alternating pattern contin
ues, damped both by cable loss and resistive loss in the
1.5 Q driver. This signal is a mess! That's why it's worth
some effort to match driver impedances to the characteris
tic impedance of lines whose length (given the signal rise
times) qualifies them as transmission lines.4

4 An analogous effect in long-distance power transmission lines is known

as the Ferranti effect; it is said that overvoltages caused by the Fer

ranti effect, if not properly compensated, can cause damage to power

line switch gear.

B. A robust logic link
The sort of overshoot behavior seen in Figure H.7 can
destroy logic circuits at the receiving end. You see this
vulnerability particularly in the laboratory, where a low
impedance logic signal (or pulse-generator output) travels
through a length of coax to a logic input on some instru
ment. The latter is often unterminated, to keep the input
impedance relatively high (to prevent heavy loading and
attenuation for a signal source unable to drive 50 Q).

If you want to make your own designs bulletproof
against this hazard, you can add a few components as
shown in Figure H.8. At the receiving end, series resistor
R2limits the current, safely clamped by the logic gate's in
ternal protection diodes; the "speed-up capacitor" C1 pre
vents loss of speed (1 kQ into a typical input and wiring ca
pacitance of 10 pF is an RC time constant of IOns, a near
eternity in the frenetic world of digital logic). It's always
a good idea to include an input pull-down resistor (R1) to
ensure a defined logic level when the input is disconnected.
In an abundance of caution we've added resistor R3, whose
job is to prevent a large positive overdrive from forcing the
V+ rail to a positive voltage that can damage other ICs; this
could normally be omitted, but it would be a good idea in
an instrument with an inviting BNC connector on the front
and that contains only a few ICs powered from a small reg
ulator (like a 78L05 - see §9.3.2, Figure 9.6, and Table 9.1)
whose dc output can be easily overdriven.

At the driver end the parallel connection of several logic
gates generates a drive impedance down in the neighbor
hood of 5-10 Q, which the added series resistor Ro brings
up to a driving resistance close to the cable's 50 Q charac
teristic impedance. That's what you want, of course, and
that alone is enough to give you peace of mind as a re
spectable series-terminated driver. But it never hurts to pro
tect the receiver end, as just discussed: you never know
when someone will drive it with a pulse generator, inadver
tantly set to deliver negative pulses, or 20 V positive pulses
(as happened in our laboratory recently).
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7 To be precise, the CUlTent density decreases exponentially, falling to 1/e

(37%) of its surface value at a depth equal to O.

VSWR-1
Ipl = VSWR+ l'

The VSWR is measured with a directional power meter.
the values of forward and reflected power, you

know from the defining above that

VSWR = 1+ vPJPi .
1- JPr/Pf

In the real world of non-ideal transmission lines, things
aren't as nice as we've led you to believe. Real trans-
mission lines are lossy, that are attenuated
as travel down the are also disper-

me~anJlng that of different travel with
different The loss is frequency dependent:

its value as attenuation in "dB per 100
increases to Vl; a of fre-
quency doubles the loss of a of line.
This because the loss is dominated the skin ef-
fect: when current flows a VVJlJl'-J.lI-l-Vl.V.Jl,

the current is not uniform the bulk - it is con-
fined to an outer the skin depth) of thickness
b == (rc (J f) 1/2, where (J is the and f is the fre-
quency.7 Because the skin decreases with
the square root of you have to the
TrAnrl'::>.nr' .... T to double the resistance the skin

where V is the ac (signal) voltage, measured at points along
the line; and and are the amplitudes of the forward
and reflected waves, measurements
along a cable with no waves will give a constant
amplitude (hence

The VSWR is a real
match, no reflected wave) and 00 mismatch," re-
flected wave to incident wave am.plltucte
In terms of the reflection coefficient p, the VSWR is

VSWR==~.
1 Ipl

For a resistive mismatch we can use our earlier
expression for p to find that

VSWR={R/ZO ifR>Zo
Zo/R if Zo > R.

From the VSWR you can find the ma.gnlltucle (but not the
of the reflection coefficient:

5 Smith charts are treated in the excellent reference Fields and Waves in

Communication Electronics by Ramo, Whinnery, and Van Duzer (Wi

ley, 1994), as well as in the insightful and refreshing Radio-Frequency

Electronics by Hagen (Cambridge University Press, 2009).

6 Well, hardly ever! For operation over a narrow frequency range you

sometimes exploit the impedance-changing properties of mismatched

lines, which necessarily have standing waves. Examples are (a) the use

of open or shorted lengths of line as high-Q capacitors or inductors,

(b) a shorted half-wave or an open quarter-wave line used as an RF

bypass capacitor, (c) an open half-wave or a shorted quarter-wave line

used as an RF choke, (d) matching two different impedances (cables,

signal sources, or loads) by interposing a quarter-wave section of trans

mission line whose characteristic impedance is the geometric mean of

the two impedances being Inatched (this is analogous to a quarter-wave

anti-reflection coating in optics), (e) the use of a slotted line and high

impedance probe for a direct measurement of wavelength, and (f) the

use of transmission lines to make "ring hyblids" and "rat-race hybrids."

We thank Jon Hagen and DalTen Leigh for these applications of "good

standing waves."

handsome "Smith Charts" (which are well beyond the
humble scope of this books).

When you have sinusoidal signals - with reflections 
on a transmission line, you generate standing waves. That
is, you can picture the net result of waves propagating in
both directions (at the same frequency) as the sum of a
nonpropagating (hence "standing") wave and some addi
tional propagating wave. For example, an open-ended line
IIJ .... 'U·'-"-'-"'-""""""u a reflected wave of full amplitude; the result is
a pure standing wave of the same and twice the
".LUqJ..LJlLU'UlV, with a maximum amplitude of oscillation at the
open end repeating every half-wavelength), and com-
plete nulls - places with no voltage) be-
tween. For a shorted-end line a similar thing happens, but
the reflected wave is of opposite amplitude, producing a
null at the far end (and repeating every half-wavelength),
with maxima in between. get the same pattern if you
tie a length of clothesline to a fence, then wiggle the end
up and down at the right rate.) With a smaller termination
mismatch you don't get complete cancellation anywhere.

Standing waves are not necessarily bad (though are
never6 good!). But they do increase both the peak volt
ages and the resistive losses (see next relative to
a matched line, for the same power transmitted. are
ordinarily seen as the symptom of a mismatched line. So in
communications systems try to minimize the stand-
ing wave ratio (abbreviated or sometimes VSWR-
for voltage standing wave ratio - pronounced
which is defined as the ratio of the maximum amplitude to
minimum n....."..,.""I,,+r••,-,l,..,..
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Figure H.9. Attenuation (dB/1 00 ft) as a function of frequency for
several representative cable types.

H.2 Impedance matching

Because you get reflections from unterminated (or incor
rectly terminated) transmission lines, it's obviously a good
idea to make sure you match impedances when you use
coax lines whose electrical length is a significant fraction
(at least 1120, say) of the wavelength of the highest fre
quencies you're using. Stated in terms of time rather than
frequency, you have to start worrying about termination
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Figure H.i0. Skin depth in copper as a function of frequency.
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when the round-trip propagation time is about 20% of the
signal rise time.

We've seen already that a simple way to do this is to
terminate the line in its characteristic impedance (resis
tance), for example 50 n for most coax lines. Termination
is not required at both ends, because a terminated end swal
lows any incident signals. Thus you can use a mismatched
signal-source impedance to drive a line terminated at the
far end; or, as we saw above, you can "series terminate"
the driven end of a line whose far end is unterminated (i.e.,
fed to a load of much higher impedance than the line). The
usual practice, however, is to terminate both ends in the
line's characteristic impedance (a conservative instinct that
ensures a minimum of reflections). For example, you usu
ally use a 50 n cable to pipe the signal from a synthesizer
or signal generator to a 50 n matched load at the far end;
if your load is high impedance, you place a 50 n resistor
across it (or use a 50 n coax feedthrough termination).

Sometimes you need to match a line to a load (or source)
of a different impedance; for example, you might want to
measure the properties of some 75 n video cable (that's the
impedance that the video industry has chosen, much to the
chagrin of the rest of the electronics community), and all
you've got are 50 n test instruments. Or, you might want to
match the output impedance of a high-frequency amplifier
to a length of cable that goes to an antenna.

This brings us to the subject of matching networks. In
the following subsections we treat (a) resistive (lossy) net
works for broadband impedance matching and attenuation,
(b) transformer (lossless) broadband matching, and (c) re
active (lossless) narrowband matching.

10000100 1000
Frequency, MHz

10

It's useful to realize that sIan-depth effects are sig
nificant even at low frequencies - current at the power
line frequency of 60 Hz is confined to a surface layer of
roughly 1cm in copper, for which the skin depth (in cen
timeters) at room temperature is given by 8 (Cu)==6.6jy'f;
you don't reduce power transmission losses much by using
wire thicker than that. At radio frequencies the sIan depth
is so shallow (e.g., 8==10 f.1m at 40 MHz) that you can make
low-loss connections, inductors, and so on, by silver plat
ing a poor conductor. A common technique for shielding
lightweight instruments and computers is to apply a thin
metallic plating to a plastic enclosure. Figure H.10 plots
the skin depth in copper conductors from 10Hz to 10 GHz.

which is equivalent (in terms of loss) to doubling the length
of the line. This explains the approximate slope of the at
tenuation curves for transmission lines (Figure H.9), where
lines of larger diameter have lower losses. Dielectric losses
contribute additional attenuation at the highest frequencies.
The curves shown are for a matched line; if there are reflec
tions (i.e., if the VSWR is greater than 1.0) then the loss,
for a given net power transntitted down the line, will be
greater.
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A.

r Rp

Rs

formers or with networks of L's and C's ("reactive match
ing networks").

As you might imagine, you can do even worse, in terms
of loss, with a network containing more resistors! In par
ticular, you can add another resistor, ma1dng either a "T"
network or a "Pi" network, that matches two resistive
impedances to each other, with loss greater than the mini
mum loss we found above. Although this isn't something
you ordinarily want to do, there is a variation on that theme
that is often useful; namely, a resistive attenuation network
between a pair of already-matched impedances.

In radiofrequency circuits you sometimes need to attenuate
a signal level - for example, to avoid overdriving a stage
of gain. In other situations you need to use a resistive at
tenuator to provide some isolation between an impedance
sensitive component like an amplifier, mixer, or cable, say,
and a component that is not impedance matched; an ex
ample of the latter is a filter, which typically is impedance
matched in its passband, but reflective (a severe mismatch)
in its stopband. Some amplifiers will oscillate if their out
put directly drives a sharp filter.

The solution to these problems is a resistive impedance
matched attenuator. The two topologies are T and
named for their appearance on a schematic diagram
(Figure H.12). It is not difficult to derive the resistor
values:

(T network) ,

(Pi network),

I-x
Rs = I+x Ro ,

2x
= --2 Ro ,

I-x

I+x
Rp = -I- Ro ,

-x
I-x2

Rs = -2- Ro ,
x

and

B.

You can easily figure out that two resistors (in the form
of an "L-network," Figure H.llA) is all it takes to match a
pair of impedances rand R (assumed resistive, as all cables
are); both sides are happy - each sees a matched load. The
values of the matching resistors are

R =rJ X
p X-I'

Rs = rvX(X -1),

A. A resistive L-network can match any pair of real

(resistive) impedances; the parallel resistor Rp goes across the port

of lower impedance r. B. Example of matching a 50 n signal source

and cable to a 75 n video cable and load (with a loss of 5.72 dB).

where r is the smaller impedance and X is the ratio of
impedances: . Taking the earlier example, you can
match a 50 Q test instrument to a 75 Q coax line (the com
mon variety is called RG-59) by putting 86.6 Q across the
50 Q port and connecting it to the cable through a 43.3 Q
series resistor (Figure H.llB).

The good news is that such a resistive L-network is fre
quency independent; the bad news is that it's lossy. It's easy
to show that the loss is

loss = 20log1o ( VX ) dB.
X + ylX(X -1)

-2010g1o x

aSS,UlIled resis
Tabulated

in

where x is the attenuation:
(or, prllI11"'\1·-::::lIp.·nrll"'\1 x==10-atten(dB)/2o), andZo

tive) is the at both input and
values for 50 source and load "1~-,n.a,rIIr}1nr>c.::>C1

Table H.l.

For the 50Q-to-75Q L-network above has a trans
mission loss of 5.72 dB for signals going in either direction.
With a resistive match you have to this attenuation

is sometimes called a minimunz loss pad). We'll see
below how to make 10ssless networks with trans-
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Figure H.12. Resistive T and Pi attenuators for equal input and
output impedances.

Art ofElectronics Third Edition

Table H.1 50n T and Pi Attenuators
Pi T

Attenuation Rp Rs Rp Rs
(dB) (0) (0) (0) (0)

0 ro 0 ro 0
0.25 3.47k 1.44 1.74k 0.72
0.50 1.74k 2.88 868 1.44
0.75 1.16k 4.32 578 2.16
1.00 870 5.77 433 2.88
1.25 696 7.22 346 3.59
1.50 581 8.68 288 4.31
1.75 498 10.1 247 5.02
2.0 436 11.6 215 5.73
2.5 350 14.6 171 7.15
3 292 17.6 142 8.55
4 221 23.9 105 11.3
5 178 30.4 82.2 14.0
6 150 37.4 66.9 16.6
7 131 44.8 55.8 19.1
8 116 52.8 47.3 21.5
9 105 61.6 40.6 23.8

10 96.3 71.1 35.1 26.0
15 71.6 136 18.4 34.9
20 61.1 248 10.1 40.9
25 56.0 443 5.64 44.7
30 53.3 790 3.17 46.9
35 51.8 1.41k 1.78 48.3
40 51.0 2.50k 1.00 49.0
45 50.6 4.45k 0.56 49.4
50 50.3 7.91k 0.32 49.7
55 50.2 14.1k 0.18 49.8
60 50.1 25.0k 0.10 49.9

Resistor values for T and Pi attenuators for use with 50 Q

source and load. The values shown can be scaled for use

at some other impedance, assunung equal input and output
impedances.

itance and inductance, transformers for use at high radio
frequencies (say above 10 MHz) generally are constructed
from transmission lines (coaxial or parallel) wound around
a magnetic core.

Impedance-matching transformers are widely avail
able commercially, though for special applications you
may need to design and wind your own. At au
dio frequencies many manufacturers offer miniature
impedance matching transformers with "telephone" band
widths (200 Hz-4 kHz), or full audio bandwidth (20 Hz
20 kHz); impedances go from loudspeaker and microphone
impedances (8-600 Q) up to "hi-Z" values of 10k-50kQ.
There's further discussion in §8.10.

A nice series of radiofrequency transformers is made
by North Hills, including models that transform 50 Q or
75 Q to impedances up to 1200 Q; these cover the fre
quency range between 20 Hz and 100 MHz, with a typical

I
Zo

"Pi" (n)Rp

1~
Rp

Rs Rs

I I
Zo ZO

L1
Rp

I
J "T"

-=-

H.2.3 Transformer (lossless) broadband matcnlna
network

If the unavoidable loss of a resistive matching network is
unimportant in your application, that certainly is the sim
plest method. However, in many applications it is essential
to minimize loss - for example, in a communications trans
mitter or in low-level circuits whose performance is limited
by amplifier or thermal noise.

In that case you can use either a transformer or a reactive
matching network; neither method provides coupling all
the way down to dc, however. Transformer coupling is rel
atively broadband, but it is limited in impedance ratios; re
active matching, by contrast, flexibly matches impedances
(including reactive impedances), but only around some
chosen center frequency. We treat reactive matching in the
next subsection.

Transformers for use at signal frequencies are simi
1ar in principle to ordinary ac power transformers, that
is, they use a pair of windings that are coupled magnet
ically, and whose turns ratio is the desired voltage ratio.
The impedance ratio is then the square of the turns ratio.
(For example, a transformer with a 1:4 primary:secondary
turns ratio, driven with a 50 Q signal source, would present
an output impedance of 800 Q, and should be loaded with
that resistance.) However, because of the higher signal fre
quencies, it is necessary to use magnetic cores that do not
have significant conductive paths for eddy currents. At au
dio frequencies the solution is to use the same sort of lam
inated metal stacks used in power transformers, but with
much thinner laminations. At still higher frequencies, lam
inated cores are replaced either by powdered iron cores or
by completely nonconducting magnetic "ferrite" materi
als. Because of the devastating effects of parasitic capac-
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frequency range of 1000: 1 or more for a given transformer.
For higher frequencies you can get broadband matching
transformers from covering the range of
4 kHz to 2 GHz with impedance ratios from 1: 1 to 16: 1,
and with frequency ranges of 1000:1 or more for a given
transformer. These are constructed with transmission-line
techniques.

It is worth noting that transformer coupling provides
galvanic isolation: input and output circuits need not share
the same ground. This is particularly useful when you need
to send a signal (or distribute a "house clock") between
instruments whose individual cases are each grounded
through their power cords or enclosure rails. We have
seen several instances in which instrument "ground," in
the same laboratory, differed by as much as several volts
of 60 Hz ac. Here an isolated 50.0: 50.0 broadband trans
former is ideal, for example the Mini-Circuits FTBl-6
(10kHz-125 or the North Hills 0016PA (20Hz
20

Zs

H.13. Lossless reactive impedance-matching L-network.

Cs
73pF

~l
500

l-J
Example of lossless network to match a 1 kQ source

impedance to a 50 Q load, at a center frequency of 10 MHz.

As an example, let us match a 1000.0 source (an am-
to a 50.0 load at a IreqU(~nc:v

of 10 MHz. We find QEL==4.36, a parallel
inductor at the input, Lparallel==3.65 and Cseries ==73

The Q of the resultant network is
to QEL/2, roughly Q ~ 2; its bandwidth is thus about

50% between the match is per-
fect at the center Note that the Q rises with

and that you have no control
over it. The network becomes a narrow filter for
very ratios.

If you want a it
other reactive 0"""l1("\1I"\""r>,::I>r>1r

can think of this as a of
mediate that is much lower
ther Each L-section then has an Imne~jarlce

(this will be twice the actual Q or se-
lectivity, of the matching

2. Now select the form of reactance (i.e., In-
ductor or and set the of its
reactance equal to Rhigh/QEL at the center fre
quency. In other words, Lparallel==Rhigh/2njQEL or
Cparallel==QEL/2njRhigh, respectively.

3. set the magnitude of the series reactance
(i.e., or inductor, respectively) equal to
QELRlow at the center In other words,
Cseries==I/2njQELRlow or Lseries==QELRlow /2nj, re-

1. Calculate the n~~tl,r>1r .. ·t"'T

You can match any pair of impedances, real or complex,
with two reactive The resulting match is

only at a single but "good enough" over
some modest band of frequencies. This can be considered
an alternative to (broadband) transformer matching, with

greater in target impedances. It is
worth noting that a lossless match between impedances that
are not purely real (i.e., that have a reactive component)
will always be narrowband.

The simplest reactive matching network is an L-network
with one inductor and one You can
choose either the inductor or the capacitor as the
element, but the network must have the parallel reactance
located across the with the larger The de-
sign is and is motivated
and in N). It amounts to
v.LL'l..JVc).LIl.L;;::' the parallel reactance to combination
with the Rhigh) the correct lower
resistance Rlow as its real then the series reac-
tance to cancel the reactance.

The goes like this.
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ratio greater than the final transformation, hence the higher
Q value. You might think narrow bandwidth is bad, but in
fact it is often desirable in communications circuits where
you want to suppress out-of-band signal energy.

Alternatively, you can get lower Q than the simple L
network gives you by cascading a pair of Ls - a "double
L." Here the impedance transformation is taken in two half
steps - each section's ratio is smaller than the final ratio,
hence a lower Q.

H.3 Lumped-element lines and
DU'I!;i-~-Tl)rn1/nlanetworks

J1..:
trigger

} replaces a resistor

L L

transformer -=-

The continuous transmission line with inductance and ca
pacitance per unit length of L / I and C/ I, respectively, can
be approximated by an array of N discrete series induc
tors L and shunt capacitors C (Figure H.15). It is easy to
show that the resultant circuit approximates a transmission
line whose propagation time per element is Ti"~VLC, and
whose impedance is Zo==JL/C; the total propagation time

is tp==NTi==NVLC.

Figure H.16. Pulse-forming network for producing a high-voltage
pulse of high energy. The thyratron is a special type of vacuum
tube, designed for switching really high voltages and high currents
(10s of kV, 1000s of amperes: 10s of megawatts!). The inductor
diode fragment shown is a way to implement efficient "resonant
charging" of a capacitor from a fixed dc voltage.

Of---------d!f---------

Figure H.15. Lumped-element delay line formed with an array of
equal-value capacitors and inductors.

Zo = VLlC
tp = N{[C

tance of a set ofLC delay sections is charged to a high posi
tive voltage; then the "center conductor" of the coax equiv
alent is switched to ground with a high-voltage switching
element such as a thyratron. The common terminal (analo
gous to the coax "shield") then produces a negative voltage
pulse, of duration equal to twice the delay-line propagation
time; its source impedance is just that of the delay line.
This can drive a load directly; often it is converted to a
different amplitude (and perhaps opposite polarity) with a
pulse transformer, as shown. Pulse-forming networks find
use in radar and other applications in which the pulse volt
age and/or duration are inconvenient to produce with the
analogous transmission-line circuit.

Shown also in this diagram is the method of "resonant
charging," in which an inductor Lcharge plus diode replaces
the conventional charging resistor for the purpose of charg
ing a capacitor Ctotal (the N capacitors in parallel). This has
several benefits: (a) the charging wastes no energy, whereas
resistive charging wastes exactly 50%; (b) it is complete
after a time equal to half the period of the resonant cir
cuit formed by Lcharge and Ctotal; and (c) it charges the
capacitor(s) to twice the supply voltage. Resonant charg
ing is a clever technique, and it is used also in switch~

ing converters and power supplies, flashlamp circuits, and
elsewhere.

LL

You can make a delay line this way, approximating a
long transmission line. Roughly speaking, such a discrete
approximation to a continuous transmission line will pre
serve details of the waveform only down to time scales of
Ti, or 1/Nth of the total propagation time. For example, a
1 f.1s lumped delay line with 20 LC sections will swallow
details shorter than about 50 ns. It is a lowpass filter that
attenuates frequencies above f==1/2nVLC.

Lumped-element delay lines were used in early analog
oscilloscopes to allow time for the sweep to begin before
the (delayed) signal reached the deflection circuitry; this let
you see the triggering event (and a bit before). Later analog
scopes used lengths of a helical-conductor coaxial line for
the same purpose. Take a look at §H.4.3 for a bit more on
this fascinating application.

Lumped delay lines are useful as pulse-forming net
works, as shown in Figure H.16. Here the parallel capaci-
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. (- jlwC)
- jlmC .= jwL+=jmL+

Here's a clever methodlO that doesn't
tion or worries about convergence. The idea is to look into
one end of a lumped-element transmission line that extends
to (Figure that it the same
if we one notch to the So,

we have,

, Ro
= jm28x+ 1 '7f!R 8+ jW 0 x

~ Ro + jw8x(2 - R~7f!),

where in the last step we've the first term of the
binomial i.e., + E) ~ 1 - E.

The second term vanishes when J:£ /Cfl==Ro, which is
the formula for the characteristic of a transmis
sion line. But. .. not so fast - that term would have vanished
anyway as bx ----+ 0; however, our transmission line would
have vanished as well! What we need to do is to include the
next-order binomial terms, and see what as we let
bx go to zero, while holding the total line length l constant;
the number of sections then as N ==l / bx.

You can do the math. You'll find that the next two terms
add contributions9 of order bx2 and bx3 , making look
like

R;j {Ro+6(ox2
) } + j { mox(2 - R5't?) +6(ox3

) }

and so, cascading N such sections N==l/ bX), with
the condition J:£/~==Ro, the order terms vanish
as tJ( bX) and tJ(bx2 ) (for the real and Im2lg1Dlary
respectively) as bx ----+ O. Thus the input of a
transmission line of length l, terminated in its characteristic
IIDPe,larlce (resistance) is pure resistive and

Ro

L8x

~-----

C8Xr C8Xr

We startS by writing down the impedance looking into the
last section of a terminated line in H.17), which
will give us a condition on the ratio :£/~ in order for

to approximately, Then we'll see that the
impedance looking into the whole ladder converges ex-
actly to as we convert the discrete ladder approximation
to a continuous transmission line taking the limit as bx
goes to zero.

In a formal course on "waves" you are usually subjected
to an analysis that uses Maxwell's equations to derive the
relationship between the traveling E field and jj field, from
which follows the relation between voltage and current,
and hence impedance. As a bonus you get the capacitance
and inductance per unit length, and the of propaga
tion.

But there's a nice "circuit" way to convince yourself that
a properly terminated transmission line looks like a pure
resistance (equal in value to its "characteristic J...LLLIJ\.I\.J.U.LI.VV,

for example 50 namely to model it as a discrete LC lad-
der (Figure consisting of little increments of length
bX, each having a series inductance :£ bX and shunt ca
pacitance ~ where :£ and ~ are the inductance and
capacitance per unit length of the coaxial line. There are
l/ bx of these in the whole length l of the line.

--+ to 00LL

also Zo

17

Semi-infinite LC ladder model makes for an easy cal-

~
L

Figure
culation.

LC ladder model of a transmission line of length l.

We're ultimately interested in the limit 8x~ 0, where the number of
sections N=l / 8x ~ 00.

1l1rY"l ...... O'-1IIJIY'00 of :£ bx in series
and Cfl bx:

_' C£} s: Ro ' (- jIw7f!8x)
Zl - jWcoL uX + R 'I C£J s:

0- j W ([) uX

8 This treatment was inspired by Hagen's Radio Frequency Electronics;

see Appendix P,

9 They are -R~ (j)2C 2 8x2 + j R6 (j)3C38x3 , if you want to check your

math (or ours!).

10 Suggested to us by Jene Golovchenko.
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Figure H.19. Analog oscilloscopes used delay lines in the signal path, so you could see the triggering event. The 1959-vintage vacuum

tube Tektronix 545A (left) had a 30 MHz bandwidth, and used a two-channel lumped-element 200 ns delay line consisting of 50 inductor
pairs and 50 (adjustable!) trimmer capacitors; (Figure H.20); their 1982 vintage solid-state 2213 'scope (right) had 60 MHz bandwidth,
and used a 2.5 m length of spiral-conductor coaxial cable for its 100 ns delay line.

Multiplying through by the denominator of the last term
and rearranging terms, we get a quadratic equation for Zo:

Z5 - jmLZo -L/C = 0,

with the solution

V4L/ C - m2L2
Zo = jmL± 2

Now for the coup de grace: we let the individual segments
shrink toward zero while keeping the full line length. The
individual L's and C's go to zero, but their ratio remains
constant. Only the 4L/C term survives, giving us the (real)
impedance Zo==JL/C. No approximations!

H.4.3 Postscript: lumped-element delay lines

The clever designers of analog oscilloscopes, back in the
dark ages of electronics, found a way to get the horizontal
trace going before the triggering event, namely by delaying
the displayed signal by rv 100 ns, using a delay line. 11 The
designers of early vacuum-tube'scopes (like the legendary
Tektronix 545A) used a lumped-element transmission line
like the one in Figure H.19 to achieve the delay (200 ns
in this case) that otherwise would have required more than

11 Digital 'scopes finesse this problem by using digital memory to store

some pretrigger digitized samples.

100 feet of cable; presumably they also felt some satisfac
tion in exploiting the theory they learned in an electronics
course they had taken years earlier. 12 Later analog 'scopes
replaced the lumped-element delay line with a cleverly en
gineered coax delay line with a pair of spiral inner con
ductors; its larger inductance per unit length increased the
signal delay,13 and, happily, increased the characteristic
impedance as well. The photograph shows an example,
where the cable has been stuffed into an empty space at the
rear, conveniently wrapped about the CRT.14 Figure H.21
reveals the inner secrets of this elegant differential-pair de
lay line, whose crisscrossing counterwound helical "center
conductor" produces a delay of 12 ns/ft. And Figure H.22

12 The capacitors in Figure H.19's lumped-element delay line are in fact

connected to the m,idpoint of each inductor, as can be seen in the offi

cial schematic of Figure H.20. It turns out that this is a more efficient

implementation of a finite lumped line, as explained to us over a dinner

of fine conversation and Persian cuisine by Larry Baxter ("Mr. Capac

itive Sensors"; see the book by the same name).

13 By a factor of nnD, approximately, where n is the number of turns

per unit length and D is the spiral diameter. Because the coarse-pitch

spiral is closely surrounded by the shield, you can think of the signal

as propagating, corkscrew fashion, along the spiral; that approximation

then gives you this simple expression, without the need to calculate the

inductance and capacitance per unit length.

14 That's cathode ray tube, for those born in this millennium, and thus

deprived of the opportunity to admire one.
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Working hard to achieve perfection: Tektronix used fifty inductor pairs and fifty trimmers for the delay line in their type 545
'scope (pictured in Figure H.19) from the 1950s. Reproduced with permission of Tektronix Inc.
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shows the observed delay when a differential triangular
pulse-pair waveform, launched into one end, is received at
the other end.

1cm

Figure H.21. We borrowed a Tektronix 2213 carcass from Brian

Shaban, and, after a bit of surgery, look what we found inside! We
measured a 100 ns delay, and a differential impedance of 1550, for
the 8.5 ft cable that used to live in this 'scope. The counterwound

helix consists of two insulated 30 ga wires, with a pitch of 1.125 mm
and an average diameter of 2mm, insulated from the surrounding

braided shield of 3.25 mm inside diameter.

Figure H.22. We launched this analog waveform down the cable
of Figure H.21 (well, what remained of it, anyway) to see the signal
delay of rv95 ns. The delayed signal is of good fidelity, with a test

signal bandwidth somewhat greater than that of the 60 MHz 'scope.
Vertical: 1V/div; horizontal: 20 ns/div.




